fauno (he/him)

1. Worker-owner at Sutty Coop (https://sutty.nl/en/)
2. Ruby developer and cisadmin
3. Also likes to ferment food
Sutty CMS + Distributed Press

1. An integrated way of publishing websites to the dWeb and the Fediverse

2. Greater resilience for websites, preventing linkrot, long-term maintenance issues, content availability

3. We work with human rights and social organizations, collectives, cooperatives, grassroot media... and we also host dweb sudaka
How does the dweb sudaka look like?

About  A gathering of Latin American and Global South dWeb nodes, where we can share our perspectives, findings, needs and establish common goals for a network of nodes.

Format  Workshop (50 minutes)

Support you need  It’d be great if all fellows could come! I can share what we talked about in Brazil, and then on the two dweb sudaka sessions we’ve have so far.
Coolabcamp in Brazil last year
First dweb sudaka meetup

We met at CEDINCI (cedinci.org)
Things got post-industrial

Polo Técnico de Izquierda
Your hope and expectation at Camps

This could be the knowledge, skills, and experience you hope to gain by attending

Meeting friends and folks with interesting projects. Can we integrate them? Can we work together?

I've been curious about environmental justice, "green" tech but little time to investigate, I'd be super happy to get pointed to in the right directions!

Work! Our projects are sustained by getting hired for website development :)


Your call to action here

For example: A invitation for collaboration, a request for partners/resources/projects, a call for people with specific knowledge/expertise, or someone who'd like to join a discussion, etc

Please try out the Sutty CMS with the Distributed Press integrations! Specially the Fediverse.

We have a UX research survey for Fediverse and websites going here: https://todon.nl/@sutty/112644924702904444 Please answer and share!

If you’re interested in the dweb sudaka activities, please let me know! Also if you’ve been working on this independently, so we can band together
fauno

Software developer
Sutty Coop
E-mail: fauno@sutty.nl